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The Doctrine of Fear: Reconciliation: Application of Reconciliation at the Cross to Reconciliation between Believers in Conflict

18-	Such person-to-person reconciliation cannot occur unless the parties at odds are, first of all, filled with the Holy Spirit.
19-	But beyond that is the necessity to grow into spiritual adulthood where most of the problem-solving devices are functional.
20-	Reconciliation to each other means there is no place for personality conflicts among the royal family.
21-	When such personality conflicts do occur either one or both of the parties are out of fellowship and in need of rebound.
22-	Personality conflicts are common among unbelievers and carnal believers because they are caused by emotional and arrogant sins.
23-	A combination of these tend to feed off each other and form sin clusters which include, fear worry, and anxiety along with anger, bitterness, hatred, jealousy, implacability, and revenge.
24-	These are facilitated by an exchange of verbal sins such as gossip, slander, maligning, judging, duplicity, and deceit.
25-	As the battle rages there emerges a number of psychological sins such as self-pity, guilt, denial, and projection.
26-	Therefore, there is no place for personality conflicts in the Christian way of life.  If you are so involved, you must have the humility to look at self first.
27-	There is some sin, some cluster of sins, and the failure to utilize biblical solutions which are causing the problem.
28-	A personality conflict is not possible unless at least two believers decide to be incompatible.  Even when wronged, the adult believer is under divine mandate to apply biblical problem-solving devices.


29-	Under the filling of the Holy Spirit the situation can be neutralized through grace and doctrinal orientation both of which focus you upon your own reconciliation by the love and grace of God.
30-	Your adversary is also saved by grace and reconciled before God.
31-	The greatest personality conflict in history was the attitude of both Jews and Romans toward the humanity of Jesus Christ.
32-	However, He refused to engage in the “politics of destruction.”  He never opted for vengeance or holding a grudge.
33-	He applied the Royal Law and loved his Jewish and Roman adversaries unconditionally including the act of receiving the imputation of the very sins they committed against Him.
34-	Consequently, personality conflicts are inexcusable in the royal family and adult believers must avoid them.
35-	Those who choose to get involved in a prolonged personality conflict have stopped growing spiritually, are failing people testing, and thus have no spiritual momentum.
36-	Therefore, by application, reconciliation is the means of preserving unity among believers.
37-	Reconciliation between believers in conflict requires that one or both return to the higher standard of divine righteousness demonstrated by our Lord on the cross.
38-	That higher standard that resolves the problem of personality conflicts is the Royal Law, a subject we will note in more detail in an upcoming study.


